*For Races with trials: The top 10 fastest qualifiers from trials will remain eligible for the stake. Races will be run as many times as deemed necessary - fields limited to 10 starters. If less than 14 horses enter into the trials, the trials will be cancelled and moved to the final, with horses having the highest 2023-2024 earnings being preferred. If this occurs, in order to be eligible for a refund of sustaining payment/s, you must enter finals and fail to draw into finals.

*On High Money Earning OPEN Stakes (Horseshoe Indianapolis Classic, Bradford Stake, and Indiana Championship). If nomination is missed then the nomination fee of $100 plus $500 late fee must be postmarked by the sustaining payment date. On high money earning stakes the sustaining fee only will be refunded if failure to draw into the race.

*On High Money Earning Indiana Bred Stakes (Born Runner, Bob Woodard Memorial Classic and Hoosier Park Classic) double the missed nomination plus sustaining payment and postmarked by sustaining payment date. On high money earning stakes the sustaining fee only will be refunded if failure to draw into the race. You must enter finals and fail to draw into finals

*On stakes with trials - if nomination is missed- double missed nomination plus the first sustaining payment. On races where there are two sustaining payments if the nomination and/or 1st sustaining payment is missed, double the missed payments plus 2nd sustaining payment. Must be paid online or postmarked by sustaining payment date.

Final Late payments will be accepted for horses who were paid to date prior to the final payment by doubling the final payment and paying online or in person within 7 days of the original due date. No further exceptions.

*Miss Roxie Little Consolation Race : FOR INDIANA BRED TWO YEAR OLDS. Field will be limited to ten (10) horses. Horses that are the 1st - 10th fastest qualifiers in the Miss Roxie Little trials at Horseshoe Indianapolis on 10/5/24 are not eligible. The 11th - 20th fastest qualifiers in the Miss Roxie Little trials on 10/5/24 are preferred. If any of the 11th - 20th fastest qualifiers do not enter, then the next fastest qualifier in the Miss Roxie Little trials on 10/5/24 that enters will have preference until the field reaches ten (10) horses. Three Hundred And Fifty Yards On The Dirt.

*Governors Futurity Consolation Race : FOR OPEN TWO YEAR OLDS. Field will be limited to ten (10) horses. Horses that are the 1st - 10th fastest qualifiers in the Governors trials at Horseshoe Indianapolis on 10/5/24 are not eligible. The 11th - 20th fastest qualifiers in the Governors trials on 10/5/24 are preferred. If any of the 11th - 20th fastest qualifiers do not enter, then the next fastest qualifier in the Governors trials on 10/5/24 that enters will have preference until the field reaches ten (10) horses. Three Hundred And Fifty Yards On The Dirt.

*Payments for Stake Races & SSA Races will be accepted online. Also a schedule & location will be posted for one day per month for “in-person” payments at Horseshoe Indianapolis. *There will be a 3% handling fee for all payments made by a debit or credit card.

*Payments for Stake Races & SSA Races that are mailed through the U.S. Postal Service must be post marked by due date to be accepted. *No metered mail will be accepted – all envelopes must have a stamp. When payment due dates fall on a U.S. Federal holiday or Sunday, payments will be due, postmarked the following business day. U.S. Post Office Dates Only will be accepted.

*Nominations & sustaining payments immediately become part of the financial structure of the race and are non-refundable.

*For Nomination & Sustaining forms and information go to www.IndianaQuarterHorseRacing.com

Need help or additional information? Call Teresa at 260-726-5090 or Email: qhrai.teresa@gmail.com